Your Body Details and Current Bicycle Set Up
Please complete a form for each rider. Once we have these details returned to us we will
send you your BicycleCAD drawing based on your intended Bicycle purchase.
Name:
Address:
Contact number:
Email:

Your Personal Measurements
This diagram below shows you the measurements of your body that we require and
where to measure them.
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A. Overall height. Yours is:
B. Ground to top of rib cage called the Clavicle. Yours is:
C. Your inseam measurement is calculated by placing a book between your legs against
the wall with your back to the wall (best to have someone help you on this one!). Now
measure from the ground to the top of the book edge, closest to your body. This should be
done while wearing the shoes you normally cycle in too. Yours is:
D. The same as C except kneeling. Yours is:
E. Centre of your hand in a fistshape to the base of your armpit. Yours is:
F. Shoulder width. Yours is:
Lastly your shoe size. Yours is:

Your Current Bicycle Measurements
By following the drawing please supply the following details for us to compare
when producing the BicycleCAD. If you do not have these this is OK as we will
from
the details of above
advise

1. Top Tube, the measurement on the drawing is 555mm. Make sure when measuring, that
it is made on the horizontal to the ground and centre to centre. Yours is:
2. Handlebar stem, the measurement on the drawing is 110mm. Measure between
centres. Yours is:
3. Handlebar reach, the measurement is 87mm on the drawing. This measurement is really
useful as handlebars are manufactured in different shapes. This allows us to take into
calculation the distance of the brake/gear controls from the handlebar stem. If you ride a
flat handlebar this measurement is not needed. Yours is:
4. Seat Tube, the measurement is the actual measurement from the centre of the chain set
to the top of the frame itself. Yours is:
5. Saddle Height, the measurement on the drawing is 658mm. Make sure the
measurement is done in a straight line from the centre of the chain set to the top of the
saddle as seen on the drawing. Yours is:
6. Chain set, this length shown on the drawing is 170mm, a common length. However we
would advise you if a different length would be required from the other details listed below.
So measure your current one or view on the rear of the crank arm as they are stamped with
the length here. Yours is:
7. Bottom Bracket Height, this is measured from the ground to the centre of the chain set,
the drawing shows 267mm. Yours is:
8. Height of the Handlebars from the ground on the drawing is 893mm, this allows us to
help with positioning. Yours is:

